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What makes a good income stock these days?

Dividends are an important source of returns and also a useful valuation measure that can be
used to identify shares with the potential for capital growth. But it’s important to screen out
potential value traps when using yield as a guide.

When we last ran our Alpha dividend yield screen the fall-out from Liz Truss and Kwasi
Kwarteng’s disastrous “mini” budget had sent the yield on 10-year gilts (UK government
bonds) above four per cent. The new regime of Rishi Sunak and Jeremy Hunt seems more
in tune with financial reality and markets are reassured, with the 10-year benchmark
bond yield now back at around 3.3 to 3.5 per cent.

Yields on sovereign debt matter to all investors, and especially to those who own shares
for the dividends: if you can get a guaranteed yield on an asset that won’t default, then it
follows you’d expect the offer of a higher rate of return from an alternative that does
carry more risk of the payment being cut, missed or the issuing entity going bust.

It’s in this context that we examine the universe of UK shares to ask which
dividend-payers are worth owning. For starters then, dividends ought to outstrip yields
available on fairly low-risk bond funds (that invest primarily in zero-default risk
government bonds and low default risk investment grade corporate bonds).

Another high priority is of course beating inflation over time. Real yields decline as the
value of money gets eroded by rising prices. The advantage of owning shares is that
companies often grow their dividend as they become more profitable and generate more
free cash flow. So, even though companies will struggle to increase pay-outs in line with
today’s sky-high inflation, when the rate of inflation moderates those firms that have
shown a propensity to grow dividends should maintain a real-terms premium over bonds
in the long term.

How Covid-19 wrecked the rules for screening

The best place to look for the type of steady long-run dividend compounders that income
investors prize is among the large cap universe. The characteristics to look for aren't
necessarily companies with the highest dividend yield. Companies with the highest
dividend yield are often cyclical businesses that are on the edge of being hit in a
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downturn. Shares that have a lower yield now, but with reasonable expectations they
could grow their dividend faster are usually a better option for the buy-and-hold investor.

Other vital indicators are dividend cover (how  many times dividends per share is covered
by earnings per share), the track record and prospects for profits growth, having a
positive free cash flow and how well companies cover other commitments such as the
interest expense on their borrowings.

Finally, a sign of true commitment to maintaining a dividend is to have a strong track
record of not cutting it. This last test would ordinarily be a strict rule for any company
being considered as an income stock but the world is still emerging from the most
extraordinary of times. Thanks to the damage wrought by coronavirus and the lockdowns
of economic activity, some of the tests for our Alpha dividend screen have been greatly
relaxed.

For our large cap screen, we have only two must pass rules: 1) the trailing dividend yield
must be above three per cent; 2) the forecast dividend yield (current full year dividend
per share estimates divided by share price) must be above three and a half per cent.

Other tests that would normally have been compulsory are therefore left as being only
indicative, which means we aren’t screening out a lot of companies that will be good
dividend payers after the pandemic because they had to cut their pay-out in the midst of
the crisis.

Naturally, that also means some companies that would probably not have made the cut in
usual times are on the short-list, but that’s why it is more important than usual to exercise
discernment when appraising their merits. As ever, screening is only a first step in
stock-picking.

Evading the cyclicals

The first check to make is running the rule over those companies that have failed the test
not to have cut their dividend in the past five years. Had there been negative screening on
this basis in the aftermath of Covid we would only have seven, not 22, UK large caps in
the screened results.

Mining companies definitely fall into the category of cyclical businesses and the very high
payouts made to investors (which have in some cases been augmented by share
repurchases, too) are the result of the profits made on the back of bumper demand for
commodities required for the energy  transition and electrification. This may seem like a
super-cycle with plenty of legs but demand for commodities is lumpy and is still sensitive
to recessions. It is worth considering that both Anglo American (AAL) and Glencore
(GLEN) have failed the dividend cut test.

Rio Tinto (RIO) on the other hand has only increased its payout over the last five years
but all three miners fail the forecast earnings growth and forecast dividend growth tests.
It would be unwise, therefore, to stack an income portfolio full of mining stocks. The
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dividends may not disappear entirely in leaner times and it may be worth holding one
mining stock, but these are companies that are going to have volatile share prices which
makes for a nervy time watching the value of capital fluctuate. As a steady income
investor wants to see good risk-adjusted returns, then that volatility is something that
should be diversified away and being too concentrated into mining shares (however
tempting today’s dividend yields are) is a scenario to avoid.

Other stocks to be wary of that have cut their dividend in the recent past are some
businesses that did well in the pandemic but which could find trading tougher going
forward. Packaging business Smurfit Kappa (SKG) massively increased its payout in the
pandemic but has moderated that generosity slightly. Another packager, Mondi (MNDI),
has been variable in its commitment to dividend growth and although analysts forecast
increases in dividend per share, they expect the company to grow its dividend at a rate
slower than the median for other large cap shares.

Both companies fail our forecast and trailing earnings per share growth rate tests,
suggesting that they don’t have what it takes to be consistently reliable dividend growers.

Some companies, like advertising conglomerate WPP Group (WPP) obviously wouldn’t
be included in a steady dividend growth portfolio on the basis of their inherently cyclical
business model. WPP does indeed fail the no dividend cuts test and long run earnings per
share and dividends per share growth requirements. Going forward it is not expected to
grow dps as much as other large cap companies.

Famously, the UK banks were forced to cut dividends in the depths of the pandemic crisis
as the Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA) sought to ensure they focussed on being
fully capitalised to deal with the economic fallout. Provisions for bad debts were released
a year later which boosted eps but the economic situation is turning uglier again into
2023.

Despite rising interest rates enabling banks to make more from lending, the outlook isn’t
necessarily rosy. The impact of recession on small business trading and the very fact
higher interest rates will make financing options unaffordable for many, means there is a
material risk of loan impairments rising.

Admittedly some of our screen tests aren’t appropriate for banks - the free cash flow and
interest cover tests can be ignored - and the dividend cuts were entirely down to Covid,
but Lloyds (LLOY) and Barclays (BARC) also fail the forecast eps growth test and their
exposure to the fortunes of the wider UK economy could mean they are still ones to avoid
for now, as our Secret Buy-sider argued last month.

HSBC (HSBA) is more exposed to Asia, so could benefit from a relaxation of China’s
zero-Covid policy and early signs of progress in relations between premier Xi Jinping and
US president Biden. However, both the Chinese Communist Party’s system of rule and
Sino-US relations are risks that can  break to the downside. HSBC’s healthy forecast
dividend growth can therefore not be taken for granted.
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Oil giant Shell (SHEL) was one of the most notable dividend cutters during Covid, but its
profits have staged a significant recovery. Energy prices shot higher on the back of several
industry factors in the wake of Covid and most famously because of the war in Ukraine.
The company fails our historic eps growth test based on the average rate of growth over
the past three years. Looking forward, although it is set to have achieved bumper
earnings growth in the current year, the expected moderation the following financial year
means it fails the criteria that expected performance in both years should be positive.

In the short run, windfall taxes appear to be on the horizon for Shell, but longer term, how
it copes with the energy transition is the greater source of uncertainty. That said, the
dividend cut amid Covid enables the company to manage expectations better moving
forward, balancing rewarding shareholders with the capital expenditure needed to meet
its energy transition commitments.

Competing demands for cash are the reasons for long term uncertainty for many of the
other dividend stocks that haven’t failed the dividend cut test. In the case of more
downstream businesses in the energy supply chain, like SSE (SSE) or National Grid (NG.)
the enormous capital expenditure (capex) commitments required for the green transition
may be a drag on dividend growth.

Other past income stalwarts like GSK (GSK), which is now fully focussed on
pharmaceuticals after spinning out its consumer division (now Haleon (HLN)), have
considerable research and development costs. GSK must also be prepared for possible
exceptional costs due to litigation regarding its former drug Zantac.

Tobacco companies have been somewhat revelling in their defensive status in 2022.
Imperial Brands (IMB) cut its dividend two years ago but the yield even after this year’s
share price rises is still over seven per cent. British American Tobacco (BATS) also pays
around the seven per cent mark. These firms face structural growth challenges but the
inelastic demand for their products still stands. Furthermore, in the age of environment.
Social and governance (ESG) investing, enough asset managers avoid tobacco to ensure
the dividend premium stays intact for investors who are less morally perturbed.

Until Vladimir Putin invaded Ukraine, defence businesses like BAE Systems (BA.), were
also an ESG risk, but now the moral case for investing in armaments is gaining traction.
The past rate of dividend growth falls below our test threshold and there is competition
from R and D for cash, so this isn’t a cast iron investment for dividend growth, but nothing
really is these days.

Essentially, the challenge facing income investors is spotting some of the red flags that
could affect dividend growth and then diversifying the risk factors across a portfolio of
income stocks. Expectations must be managed but considering that the average forecast
yield of stocks highlighted in our large cap screen is 5.5 per cent, there remains scope to
construct a reasonable income portfolio.

Screen results tables are below
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Investors’ Chronicle Alpha dividend screen methodology (11 tests)

Compulsory

● Trailing 12-month dividend yield at least 3 per cent
● Dividend yield on forecast current year dividends per share of at least 3.5 per cent

Other tests

● No decrease in year-on-year dividend per share growth rate in last five years
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● Forecast DPS to be less than 0.8 times forecast EPS for next three years
● Forecast compound annual growth rate (CAGR) for EPS to be above 5 per cent

over current unreported and next financial years, with positive growth expected in
both years.

● Last three years’ EPS CAGR above 5 per cent
● Last three years’ DPS CAGR above 5 per cent
● Dividend cover (trailing one year EPS divided by trailing one year DPS) of at least

1.5 times.
● Interest cover (trailing one year operating profit divided by trailing one year

interest expense) of at least 5 times.
● Positive free cash flow on a trailing 12-month basis.
● Forecast DPS growth between forecast for current unreported year and forecast

for the next two financial years after that, above median.

Mid-cap, small-cap and Aim companies

For mid-cap companies we exclude any companies that fail the dividend cut test. For
smaller and Aim-listed companies we do the same and also make the forecast EPS growth
test compulsory.

The results are more likely to be cyclical value stocks the further down the market
capitalisation scale that one screens.
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Screened indices
We screen an equities universe inspired by the Numis family of UK indices

(although we do not copy their methodology exactly).

Investors’ Chronicle UK screening cut-offs:

Large Cap: The top 80 per cent of the UK main market’s market capitalisation.

Mid cap: The next 15 per cent of UK main market capitalisation (80th to 95th

percentile)

Small Cap: The bottom five per cent of the main market by capitalisation with a

£35mn lower cut-off.

Aim: We cut off the Alternative market by excluding all companies below £35mn

market cap.
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